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TEN’s range of quality Australian made storage solutions and accessories are industry proven and tested to stringent quality standards.

A range of options are available including customised logos, identification numbers & warning labels. 

All our manufactured products use the highest quality materials.

PVC
Australian made 680gsm high tenacity PVC made in a tear stop construction commonly used in extra 
heavy duty tarpaulins. Tear stop design decreases the chances of a tear or cut in the material from 
increasing. The base fabric is lacquer coated for extra protection and dirt resistant. It is also flame 
retardant, mildew resistant and UV resistant.

Webbing & Stitching
Our heavy duty polyester webbing (also known as seat belt webbing) is used for its strength and low 
elongation under load. It is ideal for support banding and handles, it is light and strong minimising 
excess weight for the operator. All our stitching patterns and materials are designed to provide 
maximum strength and resistance to tears improving the durability and longevity of your storage 
solutions

Ultrasonic Welded Seams
TEN provides ultrasonic welded seams on selected PVC material bags. Equipment bags face the 
toughest Australian and New Zealand conditions exposed to the sun, rain, heat and cold. Sewn 
seam bags can take on water if water pools on top of seams. By utilising radio frequency energy to 
instantly heat the thermoplastic coating this enables the two sheets of PVC to be permanently fused 
together giving a water tight join.

Heavy Duty Canvas 
Our Tear stop canvas has core spun threads woven throughout for added strength and resistant to damage. The fabric is 535gsm, UV and 
mildew resistant, features excellent shrink and colour control and is completely breathable minimising internal moisture build up. This canvas is 
made tough for the harsh Australian conditions and is commonly used in the transport industry.

TEN Manufacturing - Customised Sticks & Stick Kits

Durable tear stop canvas

What makes a TEN Tool bucket the toughest?

Seat belt  webbing straps 

Double stitched seams

Heavy duty hardware

TEN manufactures customised fibreglass sticks and stick kits, end fittings and tools to suit your requirement.

Utilising Hastings Fibreglass sticks and components, you can be assured of a quality product. 

“The customers imagination is TEN’s capability”

Customised Operating & 
Disconnect sticks

Customised
Stick Kits

TEN Manufacturing - Canvas and PVC Solutions


